
 

Glacier melting on Kamchatka contributed to
sea rise
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Map showing location of Kamchatka. Credit: Google Earth

Scientists have quantified the glacier mass loss on the Kamchatka
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Peninsula; the accelerated loss in the region since the turn of the
millennium is likely to increase in the short term.

One of the many effects of global warming and climate change is the
reduction in the size of glaciers due to accelerated melting. The most
severe of these losses has been seen in mountain glaciers, which have
contributed to 80% of the global reduction in glacier volume. The
Kamchatka Peninsula in Russia is one such region; however, their loss is
less understood—despite the influence and importance of these glaciers
in water circulation in the North Pacific Ocean.

A team of researchers led by Professor Shin Sugiyama at the Institute of
Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido University, has used satellite data
to reveal glacier mass changes on the Kamchatka Peninsula. Their
discoveries, which show that 4.9 gigatons of ice was lost across the
peninsula in the last 20 years, were published in the Journal of
Glaciology.

The Kamchatka Peninsula in Far Eastern Russia is a cold region with 
heavy snowfall of up to 1200 mm per year. The peninsula has a long
mountain range and many active volcanoes, and there are a total of 405
glaciers in the peninsula. Freshwater flowing into the Sea of Okhotsk
from the Kamchatka Peninsula plays an important role in the seawater
circulation in the North Pacific Ocean. Hence, it is vital to understand
the glacier dynamics in the region; however, the analysis of glacier
fluctuations in the Kamchatka Peninsula was scarce.
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Satellite photo of the Kamchatka peninsula. Credit: Shin Sugiyama

The researchers reconstructed and analyzed glacier elevation data from
satellite images recorded between 2000 and 2016. They combined these
data with local meteorological data; they also included on-site
measurements of snow depth for part of their analysis. They used the
combined data to track mass loss in glaciers across the 16 years covered
by their analysis.

Their analysis revealed that, overall, the glacier cover on Kamchatka has
lost a total of 4.9 billion tons of ice between 2000 and 2016, which
corresponds to a sea level rise of 0.013 mm. The loss has been greatest in
the eastern and northern parts of the region; in particular, the rate of
mass loss has increased in the second part of the study period.
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(Left) Glacier area (circle size) and rate of change of area (color of circles) from
2000/2002 to 2014/15/16 in each region of Kamchatka; (Right) rates of glacier
mass change (circle size) and mean specific mass change (color of circles) from
2000 to 2014/15/16 in each region. Credit: Shungo Fukumoto, et al. Journal of
Glaciology. July 4, 2022

They were able to determine that rising temperatures were the primary
driver of these changes. Most concerning, a recurring climate variability
in the Pacific Basin, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, is expected to
reduce snowfall in Kamchatka, leading to further acceleration in the
glacier mass loss.

This study is the first to quantify glacier mass changes on the Kamchatka
Peninsula, Russia. This study also clarified the distribution and regional
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characteristics of glacier fluctuations within the peninsula. "Our findings
are important to accurately understand sea-level rise, and are also
valuable data for the understanding of mountain glacier fluctuations,"
said Shin Sugiyama.

  More information: Shungo Fukumoto et al, Glacier mass change on
the Kamchatka Peninsula, Russia, from 2000 to 2016, Journal of
Glaciology (2022). DOI: 10.1017/jog.2022.50
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